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NOVELTY  
The compact premium 

counter swim unit BADU JET 

Turbo offers a real open 

water feeling and  an 

elegant design.
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Swimming is more ...



BADU JET Turbo 
The premium counter swim unit BADU JET Turbo combines innovative technology with 

elegant design in the well-proven BADU quality “Made in Germany”.

With a more compact design than the BADU JET Turbo Pro, the BADU JET Turbo is perfect for leisure 

and relaxation swimming. But not only its design is a real highlight, it also offers outstanding safety 

and is certified with the GS seal* by TÜV.

The BADU Jet Turbo is an upgrade for every pool and provides 

an endless swimming experience without turns.

The flow-optimised and efficient propeller technology 

creates an even, smooth flow pattern and thus provides 

a very natural swimming experience very close to 

the real open-water feeling. 

The output of the BADU JET Turbo can be regulated up to 

a maximum flow rate of 250 m³/h and specifically adjusted 

via a remote control or the integrated piezo switch.

A special highlight: The buttons light up in a colour 

corresponding to the selected power, so that the current 

setting out of the 7 different power levels can be 

identified during swimming.

The system is operated with alternating current to make 

it fit for international use and the BADU JET Turbo can 

be used anywhere without any problems.

INNOVATIVE

But not only the design of the BADU JET Turbo is a real 

highlight, it also excels in terms of safety.

Compliant with relevant safety standards (DIN EN 16582-1 & 

DIN EN 16713-2) and certified with the GS seal* by TÜV, it 

guarantees safe swimming fun for the whole family.

In addition, all electrical components are hermetically 

separated from the pool water guaranteeing that no 

electricity can get into the pool.

SAFE

There is a choice of panels for the pool side made of high-quality 

polished stainless steel in two different designs that blend 

seamlessly into exclusively designed pool units without 

disturbing the aesthetics of the pool.

With a more compact design than the BADU JET Turbo Pro, the 

BADU JET Turbo is perfect for leisure and relaxation swimming.

It stylishly completes and supports the planned space concept in 

every detail and is an upgrade for every pool.

 

AESTHETICAL

The BADU JET Turbo is driven by an efficient permanent 

magnet motor. The power is transmitted to the propeller via 

a contactless magnetic coupling.

Without a continuous drive shaft and no dynamic seal, 

the design is exceptionally low-wear.

It is also particularly easy to maintain, as the drive unit can 

be removed at any time in a simple and uncomplicated way 

without having to lower the pool water.

The installation housing made of high-performance plastic 

offers significant advantages in terms of weight and is very 

robust, making the handling of the BADU JET Turbo during 

installation easier and shortens the 

installation time significantly.

LOW MAINTENANCE

*TÜV / GS certification marks applied for


